
TRIP TO DUBLIN THE 29TH OF SEPTEMBER – 2ND OF OCTOBER 2009 - DAY 2

The next day we as usually started with breakfast in the 
breakfastroom.

The breakfast

This guy makes the puppet to climb the box This is the entrance to a restaurant. Stylish!

Here we are arriving at the whiskymaker Jameson
This is the first we see when we enter. In the background 

we see The Chimney Viewing Tower.



The entrance to the exhibition Pictures of the founders

The first cash register Storage of the finished product

Transport of the finished product

Fast delivery



Various products Various taps

Bottles with fitted taps Here we see that it is possible to test whisky 

We can buy tests in the bar Kjell is queing



Thing are going to happen Kjell is paying

Kjell in deep concentration Anne Berit is also concentrating

Afterwards we had beer at the restaurant outside Outside is also the oakbarrel, which was used to mature 
the first destillation product in 1780



Anne Berit had to test sit it Here we are moving on

In a distance we see here The Chimney Viewing Tower, 
which was used by Jameson in the distillation process. 
Now, one has to pay to get up at the viewing platforms 

and look out over Dublin.

We passed the river Liffey once more

Approaching the Guinness brewery
Transport in the old way. This guy doesn't say hallo. He 
wants payment because we take pictures of his horse.



Horse cabs are ready for business
Inside the exhibition. This is the document, which gives 
Arthur Guinness right to rent for 9000 years for £45 a 

year!!! It is fitted into the floor.

Kjell is admiring all the beer types One of the trade marks

A bin of barley, which is used in the process Arthur Guinness' signature



Kjell is studying the grain mill

Storage tanks

Diagram of the production process Storage tank

The storage tanks seen from above Guinness had his own water supply from the mountains



This is hopper, which gives the beer a bitter taste Ready for tasting

Mmmmm... Then a bit advertising

Beer barrels made of oak The barrels are marked like this



Some of the production process Then the steel strip shall on 

Like this .. Puhh Locomotiv for internal transport

Guinness also had his own boats Objects used in connection with the transport



Arthur Guinness used among other things a harp in his 
trademarks, similar that in the Irish coat of arms. Here we have reached the top, The Gravity Bar.

Beer tapping Mmmm....

Close-up Here we got a seat



We had a nice view The Wellington monument in Phoenix Park. It is 62 m 
high and is thereby the biggest oblisk in Europe.

View in direction of the centre of the town Here we look further in direction of the Irish Sea

We took a taxi back to the hotel. Here we are driving past 
the only remains of the wall that the vikings built and 

once went all around Dublin.
St. Audoen's Church was built 1181 – 1212 and is the 

oldest parish church in Dublin.



We are also driving past another part of Dublin Castle. Back at the hotel. We just had to have a picture of the 
lists around the window before we left.

Outside the hotel where we stayed. The airplane, which we are returning home with


